This is the College of Charleston’s C of C Scene report for Monday, September 11th. I’m Julie Goodman. If today’s date caught your attention…it should. Today is the five year anniversary of the September 11th terror attacks on America.

Today we bring you a special program…9-11 Five Years Later. In our report…we’ll hear from many of you…College of Charleston students…about today’s anniversary…your reactions and reflections.

Our reporters have produced a series of reports after spreading out across campus today talking to students as well as C of C faculty and staff.

The terror attacks that claimed more than three thousand lives sparked America to launch a War on Terror. Five years later the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan continue…with no end in sight.

Abi Nicholas asked C-of-C students to assess the war’s progress…

Run Abi’s report (report runs 1:35)

There’s no question the events of 9-11 changed America. From security…to insecurity…Montrez Greene reports on how Americans have dealt with 9-11’s aftermath…

Run Montrez’s report (report runs 1:37)
A visit to the airport is all you need to see some of the major changes brought on by 9-11. Amanda Becker talks with students and other Charleston residents about the trials and tribulations of air travel…

Run Amanda’s report (report runs 1:38)

September 11, 2001 is one of those days in history in which everyone remembers where they were and what they were doing when they first heard about the attacks. Ashley Davis reports that the memories are clear…and still terrifying…

Run Ashley’s report (report runs 1:54)

Since the terror attacks of September 11, many movies and documentaries have been made. They include the films “Flight 93” and “World Trade Center” and the television movie “Path to 9-11.”

Such films provide insight but also make some people uneasy. I spoke with College of Charleston students to get some of their views…

Run Julie’s report (report runs 1:34)

Believe it or not, there are some people, even in our country, who believe the U-S government either knew ahead of time about the terror attacks or was directly involved in orchestrating them. Will Herring has campus reaction to these alarming accusations.

Run Will’s report (report runs 2:00)
Finally, there is evidence that interest in the College of Charleston among students from the North, especially the Northeast region, has increased in the past five years since 9-11. Jay Walter has the story.

**Run Jay’s Report…**

**Anchor Closing:**

September 11, 2001..like the attack on Pearl Harbor 60 years earlier…is a day that lives in infamy for Americans. At the end of World War II America was able to celebrate decisive victories over Germany and Japan. Five years after 9-11 it is too difficult to predict when…and if…such a clear victory will be claimed in the War on Terror.

Thanks for listening to your special program: 9-11 Five Year Later. For C of C Scene…I’m Julie Goodman.
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